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Call for Papers - SGEM 2014

The SGEM International Conferences Committee kindly invites you to join its unique multidisciplinary scientific event – The INTERNATIONAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCES on SOCIAL SCIENCES and ARTS SGEM 2014, which will be held during the period 02 - 07 September 2014, in Albena Resort & SPA, Bulgaria.

SGEM Multidisciplinary Scientific Conferences were established 14 years ago with the aim of gathering together the World’s Scientific Elite, working on the most innovative and engaging areas of Science. The SGEM Conferences enjoy great international recognition and are established as one of the most prestigious scientific events worldwide, holding an extraordinarily high impact factor within the International Scientific World.

SGEM 2014 on Social Sciences and Arts include 15 scientific topics in the fields of Social Sciences and Arts; Psychology, Psychiatry, Sociology, Healthcare, Education, Political Sciences, Law, Finance, Economics, Tourism, Anthropology, Archaeology, History, Philosophy, History of Arts, Contemporary Arts, Performing & Visual Arts, Architecture, and Design.